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Editors’ Letters

Louise Gholam & Lera Kelemen

If wishes were horses, beggars would ride.
If wishes were true, we could all be together already.
If 2021 wasn’t that similar to 2020. The new year has begun, full of possibilities,
wonderings, wishes...
What if?
What is meant to happen to us this time? The global pandemic is still around,
the overall mess is too.
But,
We too, are still around!
Still looking after eachother, still wishing the best for eachother.
We wanted a publication full of color, hope and and optimism. Here it is!
Keep on reflecting, sharing, writing, drawing and of course wishing!
Desiring, expecting, believing, wanting, craving, yearning, aspiring!
If you wish hard enough, who knows...
If and only if, maybe?
If only, if only...
Wishefully yours,
Louise
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It’s not about breakfast but being hopeful
by Hattie Morrison

Then I go down and lay my head down later, too, colder.
I think of the morning like it’s a little thing that’s
waiting for me. I wish for fruit. The nestled bowl is
in a slow state, ready to get dressed up and heated up
and mixed up soft and smooth and shimmering with
me tomorrow. Ready to go some new form of dancing.
Spinning and spinning around until it looks completely
different. Bedraggled. Tomorrow, it will be nice, it will,
to wake up again and pad my little softened widened feet
up the stairs again to the kitchen where I will see my
softened little oats in my ceramic little bowl and I will get
my favourite little spoo––and the wishing and hoping and
looking to the morning gets me to sleep.

It’s cold underfoot, with the slate slabs slapping. I picture tomorrow morning,
knowing it will have darkness in it, despite what they say in the books. Come
rising time my eyes will see things through a crust and I know I won’t wash my face
beforehand –the ‘hand’ being, breakfast – and I don’t wash the bowl now, either. It’s
not like anyone’s watching.
I get my favourite from the shelf and it thuds down on the counter with a sound that
may even be older than oats. All of this is happening because it’s bedtime now, and I
am to begin the softening.
Three tablespoons of oats, or there about. Enough for my morning body but nowhere
near for my midday one. They go in the bowl, poured like water just-say-when style.
It is easy and without measure - all eyeballed. Routine has rewarded me in this way.
Then, the dates. Silty clay. Soft. Mushing. They’re poseable like play-doh. I rub them
into crumble and plant them, sometimes three sometimes five, in the oats. The amount
is determined as I guess the sharpness of my sweet tooth come morning. They are
sticky and they leave my fingers sticky – oh look what you’ve done let’s get you cleaned
up – I rub the dates between my fingers, feeling like a messy child so that tomorrow
I can feign adulthood. The kind of grown up that’s all ‘no sugar, not much of a desert
person but thank you’

> Wolfgang Tillmans, Still Life

I dream snug and buried between the oats and oats.
They are the last thing I care for and the first thing I
care for. This is where I start and end, not with my skin
or outline but with oats.

Once the water’s in, enough to bathe it all, I pick a spoon if one is close by. If one’s
not though, my fudgy finger’ll do. I mix and I mesh the brown with the cream until it
sounds like a slurry and then I try, with all that remains of my end of day strength,
to heed looking toward the fruit bowl. I don’t want to know –we’re out of grapes
– what’s in store and so I open up the fridge a bit – don’t eat the last of the mango –
and find space for the bowl. This wishful night of imaging what’s to come next, on
top, scattered abound, is the beauty of this whole long winded thing. I picture the
toppings as I tilt the leftovers out of the way. I prop up the gravy boat and my bowl is
snug.
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Then that relentless thing happens and a new day arrives. I drift to the fridge,
bowl out, table, stir, hob on, the staple? apple, or a half of one, really. Cut on the
counter with a knife that has never seen garlic – doesn’t even know what it’s missing –
first in crescents and then across. Cutting through the morning. It smells bright and
it’s, in the way the sun can be, my alarm clock. Peep! Peep! No bother flicking out
the pips, I do that with my tongue when everyone’s too busy washing up to notice,
shooting them across the hardwood floor in a way that sounds like marbles.
This apple happens as my bowl has already been upended into the saucepan.
High heat, wooden spoon resting inside, the water slowly sinks in and out of itself,
and all the lovely date bits disintegrate – the dates melting the oats melding; it feels
like that slow part of a party – the best bit– when everyone but the favourite friends
have left, and the music is bubbling low and the heads are foaming a little and it’s sweet
and smooth and warm – I find some grapes and I slice them. It feels silly and I do this
bit in secret, back facing the family who drink brewed tea at the table. I do this just
for me.
The bowl is oat encrusted at the rim
I trust the heat
I trust the dates to do the sweetening
I stir every now and then
––––––––––
Evening
and it’s me now, writing not eating. Maybe this is the interval while I stir and slice
above, elsewhere.
At the same kitchen table but in earlier, clearer, younger days with fewer coffee cup
rings and stains; this part shall be called Mums Porridge.
Mum used to make porridge in the morning while our school jumpers were dry but
warming in the tumbler
she’d make it in the pan
oats swimming among the green top milk
heated through
and then
sultanas before a thud
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always similar wherever you are aren’t they? thuds? when it comes to bowls?
on the table.
Me and the sister, with our eyes still cemented and the night still outside before school, ploughed
into the sugar. Mum had to pour the porridge into a bowl so shallow that every mouthful would
be shelled, fancy people ‘creme brulee’ style, with sugar. I never liked the porridge but that sugar
–eaaaaaasy girls that’s enough – and the way those little sultanas popped open like a good joke –
was good.
After, we would fold our arms into the sighing hot school jumpers and breathe in that warm cotton
warmth in our bellies and noses and fling ourselves down the stairs.
–––––
Back to now now
and it’s ornamented
and my limbs are folded at the chair that my feet can touch the ground from now as I sit to eat
and the parents are grey headed
and I spoon out the porridge, slow movements, stirring
and I think back to meeting you friends, strangers, audiences, pedestrians with a day, together, ahead, fast
and long
and cramped together, all of us, at some bus stop or breakfast table.
But, so, like, now, or rather, until or after all this or
whatever
basically, I will keep on with the softening
and the slowing
and the stirring until the way things are going changes direction
and I will then bite down on cereal, dry from the box with my fucking filthy unwashed fists or share
leftover plasticine party pizza with you all, eyes crusted over from the bad bad things that happen
between night
and morning when I’m too busy falling around to soften oats, do you know what I mean? like, I
love this routine, but, I can’t wait to never soften
or make
or stir
or pour
or eat oats again.
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Kaleidoscope Memories
by Cat Catalyst

One cannot help but bear witness to pandemic storm-clouds of contagion, earthquake,
volcano, fire, flood and landslide
Ubiquitously sweeping, shaking, erupting, raging, surging, far-and-wide
While many of the world’s leaders profess ‘geothermal-fracking-as-usual’, with heads
buried deep in dunes-of-denial
And so, in the face of multiple global-crises, one is forced to shop elsewhere for
spiritual-gnoses and emotional-renewal
Further afield than the aisles of neon-lit supermarket-dreams and dot-com same-day
deliveries
Further afield than high-brow department store life-style fantasies
Laid out like scenes from the silver screen in elaborate window displays and glossy
magazines
Further than the online prime-time trailer, box-set, binge watch seduction
Plethora’s of perfectly-packaged illusions to provide temporary alleviation
From the overwhelming threat of global annihilation
From sexist, racist, elitist, ageist denigration
Or from rust-riddled regrets on constant rotation
Mourning the ghosts of narrowly missed, sugar-coated ships-of-desire, that set-sail long
ago
Or impossible-to-forget childhood traumas, bereavements, divorces, augmenting serial
self-love deficit disorders
Inescapable neuroses, seared into one’s psyche, branded like slaves to key-frame
memories
Leaving a trail of distorted, aborted destinies behind in their wake
Yet another empty void, full of emotional gaping holes to fill as the planet is systematically
plundered and destroyed
By the addictive machine-of-consumerism, where ecological sustainability and wellbeing is
wilfully-sacrificed
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With nothing left, except the bitter-aftertaste of a forfeit future
This is how we welcome 140 million new born ‘kidults’ into the world every year, weaned
upon html and social media
Whose childhood innocence and genetic lineages were surgically-removed at birth
Stolen by neo-narcissists ‘neath smog-filled skies, where bright futures turned grey
Dumbed-down by smart-technology and antidepressants
And yet, in spite of all this, some intrinsic built-in desire to seek out and search for truth-and-authenticity
persists
Sends out its call like a beacon, summoning every human soul to awaken, to activate
one’s innate inner-knowing like a homing-device
Beckons to journey far beyond the comfort and safety of objects, or co-dependent
relationships
To look past the emotional barbed-wire snags and grazes of parental / professional /
romantic / societal lies and betrayal
Or the nettle’s-sting of missed-opportunity
In lieu of moving forwards, towards new desires satisfied and revised goals fulfilled,
collectively
For nothing stays the same and ‘change’ is always the one, true, ever-quickening constant
Henceforth, it is in the ‘unspoken moments’ where humanity happens
Where one quietly pieces-together watercolour-poems, sifted and fathomed from
kaleidoscope-memories
Dreaming in silent smoky swirls and mirror-gleam sunbeams
Peeling off rose candy-coloured gels from the lids of one’s eyes
Like fleshy onion-skin layers of reflective introspection
As one wakes from the lucid-dream state with the revelatory understanding
That in a vibrational-universe-of-energy every thought and feeling is eternal and therefore
accountable
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As non-physical energy can never die, nor expire, it can only change form
Transformed by an awareness of one’s perennial vibrational-offering
Atonement through candour and a willingness to upgrade one’s most-frequent point-of-focus
As an integral requisite of self-care, a daily practice By virtue of LOVE, whether for self, others, or Source Is still
the purest form-of-energy in the Multiverse ♡

___
* According to the United Nations, more than 140 million babies are born worldwide a year with 385,000 born
each day and around 270 babies born every minute. The world population is expected to reach 10 billion by 2056.
* Neo-narcissist: The neo-definition of narcissism, according to: Dr. Joana Casaca Lemos is the inability to apply
in practice the grander purpose of giving Love beyond the Return On Investment for the Self.

♡

______
♡Apotheosis: Poems and Manifestos for a New Paradigm ♡
catcatalyst.co.uk/Apotheosis
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Magical Thinking
by Patrick O’Neill

Okay, let’s start by getting one thing off the chest. Magic is more than we think it is.

No! There is a land of non-place and non-where that lurks always beside and beyond
our own. The Word™ and the Real™ drip excess behind itself like an impossibly long
tail. A world invisible and limitless. Full of globs that stick and drip and can be made
literally into anything. We see only what it is. But all that it is not, haunts it.

Phew. Ho ho. That was good.
Okay. Let’s get another thing going. Magic is something you think.

Hrwaerrrk-ack!! The more advanced technology becomes, the more Magic™ our
bodies will conjure.

Alright, yes. Very good. Magic is also something you feel,Oh. Wait. - like a delicate metal hook inserted deep through the nose and into the brain. If whisked all around and
then turned upside down, it would drain you all inside and out. It’s that good kind of empty that leaves you open and
hoping. Magic is not exactly like embalming, but it is a type of always-there.
But- A good kind of empty.

Forgive me. I’m a little...I feel unwell. Let it drip out.
You’re too much. Or rather, let it drip in. Or pierce you, sink deep within, and whisk
you inside.
What is this that whisks me? The ineffable.

Well, I’m not sure about this. Okay. Magic is more than thinking can think.
Wait. Magical thinking is-

You’re horrible and cause me to wretch. It’s okay, just breathe. Detach from your
thinking and focus on the breath.This is all a bit much, I know.

SIM SALA ALAKAZAM! Oh!---

Am I being whisked right now? Yes.

Ho ho. Hello again. Hello.

It tickles. You might feel that.

Phew. Magic...is the word...that words can’t quite word.

I’m scared. It’s okay. You’re never alone.

Come again? Magic is the word that words speak around...It’s a force that turns dumb, like King Midas’s thumb.

The always-somewhere? That’s right.

I can’t...you need to-- Magic is a force that moves excess within.

...where am I being whisked away to? A place of beautiful impossibilities.

Slow down-- Magic is not exactly like embalming, but it is a type of always-there.

--

You’re making things strange again. It’s a sometimes-here but an always-somewhere. Colour is limited to what the
eye can see, yes? Like that, the tongue and what it can grasp describes a thing we call Real™.
I’m not sure I know what- There will always be more than can actually be known. The word, like-Ack! BIM BAM SHAZAM! ...Hello.

patrick o’neill [MA Contemporary Art Practice, Critical Practice]
he/him/his
//@pato.io <-- insta
//@patodotio <-- twitter
//pato.io <-- website

Hello. Now, please-- Beneath this land of the material Real™ is another.
Ohhh, unggg-- And another. And another. And more...

If wishes were horses...
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Call Me by Your Sign
by Linda Zagidulina

Call Me By Your Sign. Isn’t that great to be a Pisces or an Aries?
If wishes were horses, the days would be leaving traces of every blessed sunny
morning on the sides of the city buildings and walls of private garages. I would
stop missing the trains that are passing from East to West and from West to East and
would be able to speak the common language with everyone.
«Trains in these parts went from East to West, and from West to East»
Chingiz Aitmatov, The Day Lasts More Than a Hundred Years
If wishes were horses, I would get to see the Steppes. I would pack my clothes, camera
and a toothbrush to explore somewhere that could have changed my life. These days I
get to see the places through the pictures in the emails from nice people, in the chats
and paper mail too. I have seen living seafood, Belgian chocolate, fake tattoos,
a number of three-coloured cats and other collected images. I know I would get to
see the people I have been far from and places I get to miss. And I will get to go to the
Steppes. I have the images from there too. The camels, the flora, the spaciousness and
the mountains that sometimes hides them. I might even not need to cross the border
of the country, a fact.
«Tatars did not recognise the border they were crossing as a real one.
In them Joseph Beuys met Asia while still on European soil»
Franz Joseph van der Grinten on Joseph Beuys
I kept seeing signs lately. Once you start a collection, it keeps following you. I have
been spotting fishes, or Pisces, as I would interpret. It brings an ability to experience
immense sensitivity and dive in the endless realms of dreams. All the feelings and
abstract qualities are there to be touched in embodied shapes. They seem as if they
are the negative quantity that fills the space between living bodies (humans, plants,
animals, objects etc.). It’s mutable, and to flow with it means to get along.
I get to go on the other routes too. The pulsing spirit of adventure that Mars spreads
is conducted via Aries and helps to overcome second thoughts. In other words,
when in doubt ask what Aries would do too.
Yours

If wishes were horses...
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Did you get all that Marina?
by Mathilda Oosthuizen

Three thousand followers! Since Marina Warner started this twitter account for me,
snippets from my story are displayed for anyone to see. To look, and they do. As I
write them out, jaws clasped around the small wooden Ikea pencil, Marina types them
up. And that’s what I want, to be seen, to be understood. Little did I know, back then,
where it would lead me.
‘I simultaneously felt a twinge at the back of my neck or head or upper back, it was
hard to feel exactly where. Clenching my fist, eyes only half open, I looked up. A long
strand that looked too thick, wiry and black to be my hair seemed to be hovering
above me. But it wasn’t hovering. I jumped up in bed, clenching this wiry thing I had
gotten hold of. Pulling, this time. Harder. Why wasn’t it coming loose? Something
seemed to have become properly lodged into my scalp in the night. I lost balance with
the movement of jumping up and landed, nowhere. In fact, I hadn’t moved at all.
Undeterred, I continued to pull. The black wire-like string became taught and the
pain in the back of my head grew. I kept pulling, and then there was a sharp release.
It felt like a spot had given way to a double fingernail intervention. Instead of fluid
on my fingertip, I had a shiny black piece of the wire in my hand. Still lying down,
I studied this piece of wire that seemed to have burrowed itself into my skin. It was
strong but very flexible and thin like a cat’s whisker.
A brown stick-like thing with hair-like bits coming out of it, was attached to the
bottom of it. I still couldn’t move my neck. It seemed I had degenerated, well at
least my neck and arms had. Was I paralysed from the waist down? How had this
happened? Had the black wire done this? I was fine yesterday. A minor headache at
most, maybe a little achy. I tried to stretch my right leg and to my surprise something
did move. And the left? Same thing. Perhaps it wasn’t all that bad. I needed a mirror.
I edged forward a little to get down from the bed. But these stick arms were too
short. Instead of standing up on them, everything turned upside down and I could
see the ceiling and part of the bed.
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I heard the crush of a can as I fell but felt a strange distance from the sensation of
the crushing. My arms were shaking in the air despite trying to still them. I could see
other brown stick things wriggling around. This was not good. My legs had changed
too. Which must have been why I’d fallen. What were these brown stick things?
They wriggled and wrangled in the air. The more they did so, the more the sense of
urgency to move grew. I needed to move, I needed to move, I needed to do it right
now! Nearly tipping over the other way I forced my way up. Everything was so high. I
couldn’t be more than five inches off the ground.
I tried to move again. It was fast, I nearly fell on my chin. Nothing was as it should
be. I was walking, but I wasn’t walking, it was more like crawling but in my mind
I was walking. This was really bad. What had happened to me? Something really
strange, a medical issue? An emergency? Do I ring 111 or 999?
It felt like more of a scurry as I approached the mirror. It was still a little dim in the
room, as there was only one small window. The mirror was three inches or so from
the floor. I looked up and couldn’t explain what I saw. It wasn’t me. I stood very still,
in case it moved. But it was a mirror. So there couldn’t be another explanation. It
was me. But it wasn’t me. What was looking back at me was maybe the grossest thing
I’d ever seen. This was impossible. I was me, I was a man, sort of, I was part hands,
part legs, a penis for fucks sake. What had happen to it!? It had gone. I couldn’t
see it. Where was it!? Where had it gone!? What had happened to me!? I’d only
had two cans. I hadn’t even smoked last night. Or had I? I looked up at the mirror.
No! No! This wasn’t me! No No. Ahhwgrrge. No! Waaaaaaaaaaaaaaat! Nooo! NO!
FuuuUUck! No No.!!! I tried going back. I didn’t move. I tried moving left. My
feet were moving. I was moving. But it was no longer me. I wasn’t me! What was I!?
AhhhhhwwwWWWW. What was I!!!! I tried running, running and running, as fast
as I could. Around and around, not stopping. Whhhhhaaaaat!!!! Jhovfdhhofhofhof !
Fhfewojfew!f jorge! Ghgr!!!! Fhfhjf !FHFHF FHJOJBOG1!! FHFJVFFD!!!
CfFFFFFUUUUUCCCCCCCCCCCCK!!!!dtffvh FFFFFFUUUUUUUccKJKKK
WGWEEHWGGEEWEWWE!!!EEEEEEEEEEEHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!
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I ran and I ran. I ran and kept running. All over everything. And when I approached
a wall. I kept running not for any reason other than there seemed no reason to stop.
And there wasn’t. Each time I approached a wall, instead of it being a barrier and
forcing me to stop, I kept going, vertically this time, up the wall.
It went on like this for I don’t know how long. Eventually it got to the point when
I reached a wall, and I collapsed. I closed my eyes tight. Hoping that when I opened
them something would be different. Wishing it to change back. But no, the skirting
board stared back at me in horror at what I’d become, a beast, a disgusting creature.
With sticks for legs. Shiny brown sticky stick legs. This was not going to work at all.
I couldn’t do my job like this. How long was this going to last, and why had it even
happened in the first place? Was it just me? I climbed up the end of the bed post and
crawled to the upturned crate, piled high with layers of worn clothes and unopened
post. On top was my phone.
I stepped on the home button, the screen lit up. Gen had sent a photo of Alfie eating
his breakfast as she often did, a message from Tom asking about coming over this
evening and a notification from Tinder. That’s something. If no one else had found
themselves in this state this morning then perhaps there’s someone who can explain
all this and sort it. Who would know anything about this? A scientist? A biologist?
The nearest thing to that I had was Adam, he used to study a science based or biology
course. Maybe he’d know someone.
If I could send Gen a message, she could get me there, to Adam. I wouldn’t look like
this for long. Adam would know or he’d know someone who’d know what to do. And
I’d be back to my usual self, in my own body before the end of the day. Just because
I hadn’t heard of this doesn’t mean it hadn’t happened. Maybe there’s a vaccine or
pill or something. I pressed the home screen again, and tried swiping left on Gen’s
message. I tried again with a lighter touch. After trying all my legs or arms or
whatever they now were, on both sides, I realised this wasn’t going to work. There
was no way this screen was going to accept these sticks as human. Animal-proof. It
occurred to me that there still was a chance that half the population were running
around exactly like me.
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I crawled back onto the bed, turned myself around so I was facing the window. It
wasn’t much of a view, I’m on the second floor. I could see the tip of the bus stop on
Tottenham Hale road, there were a few people with bags walking along. The shops
were busier than ever these days. Across the road, the newly completed part of the
large estate, more like a small village now, had a few people milling around. Nothing
looked out of the ordinary. Just me then.
Crossing the road was Gen, dragging Alfie along behind her! Gen would get it. I
don’t know how or why but I know she would. And she had always been good with
animals, she would see right through all this. She always understood me even when I
didn’t. She visited uninvited, which I found annoying but also a relief. I ran down the
end of the bed to the front door. I waited for Gen to come up the stairs, with Alfie in
tow. It wouldn’t be long now. I was going to tell her everything. She would take me to
Adam.
The key was in the lock
“Alfie, stop that. Pulling at my skirt is not going to change my mind. You are going
to school after we’ve said hello to Uncle Greg.” I heard her quietly yelled to Alfie on
the other side of the door.
I turned around so as to be a decent distance from the door in case she missed me.
“Greg! Only us.”Gen opened the door.
“Your tired sister and whiney nephew!”
Her gaze met mine, before she had a chance to slam the door, I started to explain. She
didn’t scream out. Alfie hid behind his mum’s legs.
“What the fuck. Alfie, run! Go!”
Gen stood still, so still, I could barely see her breathing. I began to tell her what had
happened, to let her know about it all, that I couldn’t text her, that I had walked on
the ceiling, that I knocked all the stuff off and that’s why it was such a mess, well
that and all the running. As I spoke she was slowly walking backwards.
I sprang forward.
No don’t go, I tried to say. Please, it is me. It is me. It’s Greg. It’s me! Don’t go. Don’t
leave me. You have to help! Please! Just take me to Adam? You remember him don’t you?
Please, it’s not far. You have to take me there. You have to!
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Still moving backwards, she started to talk.
“It’s ok, no need to get annoyed. I’m leaving. I don’t know what sort of pets my
brother is keeping in there but don’t worry. I won’t hurt you. Just let me go.
It’s alright. It will be alright.”
Let you go! Don’t be so fucking senseless! Come on Gen! It’s me! I reached my hand.
She shrieked. I can only imagine she thought I was going to hurt her, that I was
going to eat her or kill her.
“Mum!?”
Alfie shouted up the stairs,
“Stay down there Alfie, don’t move. You hear me!? Don’t come up!”
She turned her head towards him.
How can you say that? You know I won’t hurt him. I won’t, I would never!
There was something wrong with my voice.
Gen didn’t yell out this time. She was moving too fast. I couldn’t do anything.
“Mum?”Alfie called up from the bottom of the concrete stairs.’
***
Did you get all that Marina?
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A Manifesto by Sofia Toi
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If Wishes Were Horses, Beggars Would Ride
by Michael Hargreaves

The important thing now is to ensure stability in the system so that an event of
this scale, should it happen again, will not disrupt the mechanisms of generating
infinite wealth. The free market system is able to build this stability for herself, if
allowed to, and we have been lucky that the pandemic didn’t happen earlier in the
system’s life, when she was more restricted, when she wouldn’t have been so able to
prove herself.
When the pandemic hit our nations, and governments (those cumbersome
institutions) put in place restrictions to people’s abilities to socialise and consume,
people turned to the services that the free market had already provided for
convenience, now out of necessity (of course, not necessity as in that that is strictly
needed - who of us gets by only on what they need? - but necessity as in lack of
choice of ways to consume)
People bought their products on Amazon, ordered their food through Uber Eats
and Just Eat, and spent hours on social media and online entertainment platforms.
This move towards the convenience of online virtual spaces and interactions was
already in progress, but it took a virus to really help it along - a weakness in our
physical selves to further embed us in our virtual selves, a life-threatening danger
infecting our physical spaces to make us more comfortable in virtual spaces.
Unfortunately, these virtual options didn’t feel like enough. People still felt lacking.
People still know the value of physical contact, of seeing someone face to face.
To be present (at a place) is to Be Present (in a mindful sense) in a way that isn’t
achievable in a virtual setting, when one disembodies oneself to mentally occupy an
inorganic, austere environment.
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Luckily, I foresee a world where people have forgotten the value of what is organic and real. We see this already,
for example, whenever we choose to ignore our friends or family members because we are distracted by social
media (in other words choosing virtual interaction over real one). Of course, in this example, our choice is simply
the product of a distraction and if we were to really inspect our values, we would obviously value the real over
the virtual. But that doesn’t matter; in the moment, we were unable to listen to these values because our lower
cognitive functions were firmly in the grips of the product. And it is only going to get more and more difficult to
listen to these values, as our lower selves are catered to like kings. Our desires will be impossible to resist because
they will be so easy to fulfill, like scratching an itch. Any situation where our lowest desires are not met will feel
lacking. We feel this even now, for example, when we are completing a piece of work and feel the impulse to check
for a message on social media - to the detriment of the amount and the quality of the work produced - because
completing the work itself does not feel rewarding enough.
We will be inundated with options, and all options will be of equal value. We will be so unable to access our values
that we will have no understanding of value. This way, it will not matter if an event such as a pandemic should
happen again. If any restrictions or unforeseen circumstances mean one option to consume is not viable,
other options will always be available - and nothing will be lost because they are all of equal (non)value.
Going out or staying in? It doesn’t matter. Face to face or online? It doesn’t matter. North, South, East or West?
It does not matter.
We will not feel lacking because we will not know that we are lacking, because we will not allow ourselves to feel
a full and rewarding existence. Because of the ease of consumption, we will not be able to abandon our lowest
desires and addictions. Anything real will be stripped of its value by being infringed upon by the desires that are
fulfilled by consumption. We will become slaves to our desires who know nothing but to consume, all thanks to
the power of the free market. And we will welcome the free market. The pandemic has expedited people’s distrust
in institutions, particularly the government, due to their incompetence in tackling the virus. It is time for people
to put their trust in market forces as the only stable way of running the world - the only thing that has stayed
constant as government policies have failed one after the other.
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keɪɪ.ɒs/ kaʊ
ke
kaʊ
by Anita Marante

Is a cultural change upon us as a result of the pandemic? A reversal of the
current movement? I don’t think so. It is the free market that dictates culture in
this century and the last. Any conjecture of cultural change onset by this crisis
is but the study and discussion of minutia on this long trajectory of an entire
species becoming possessed by an idea: The central idea of the Ego - to take
everything, everything, for yourself and leave nothing for everybody else. This is
the idea behind competition, behind the free market, behind profit. It is this idea
that corporations serve, these fictitious entities, and we as people serve them.
Gone are the class structures and belief systems of old! They do not create
barriers to entry any longer, instead they come from the competition itself.
The ability to take wherever you can has been democratised, finally! Now
everybody can join in on the idea.
We’re all beggars riding our wish-horses, and everyone’s wish is the same.
Take everything for yourself, and leave nothing for everyone else.
A species possessed by an idea.
Self preservation.
A species
of individuals

«Cows, chaos, a general feeling of abandonment. Say “cows” when
you want to say “chaos”. Speechless. Do not know how to express it,
this bubbling cows inside keeps getting entangled. Scream cows when
you mean chaos. When you mean chaos, there will be cows. A diction
problem. Repeat after me: cows, cows, cows. Chaos, chaos, chaos. The
more people the more to explain. The same does not happen with cows.
Or chaos.
I can barely understand what a cow is, how am I supposed to replace
it with chaos, the word where everything could fit? How can everything
fit in a word, including the mouth that projects it? How can you
translate cows to chaos and keep the meaning of the sentence?
I have been looking for you to deliver a message, if you are ever able to
try to translate it. Sometimes you just have to switch it, stretch it, make
an effort, look beyond your poor cow-optic eyes asking for answers
in your stomach. Transmute into another being. Language is a tool,
but that is not enough. This will persist when cows and chaos merge,
and when someone believes they never merged them. I think I could
spend the rest of my life talking to cows if I learned the language. And
that only means that if I looked into their ridiculous eyes, they would
understand mine.»

trying to preserve themselves.

If wishes were horses...
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Calibrate (A PoêManifesto)
by Cat Catalyst

My objective is to extend an invitation to commit
To the communication of wellbeing, self-love, inner-peace and connectivity
So that in the face of corporate greed and surmounting state austerity
Where the quarterly profit margin is prioritised over and above family, community, human
dignity and environmental sustainability
One can offer a healthy comparison
By engaging in right-brain activities
That reconnects an individual with a sense of innocence, humour and play
In order to discover and form NEW neurological-pathways
For according to American Neuro-anatomist and Author: Dr. Jill Bolte-Taylor, in this way
One can choose to ‘step to the right of one’s left-hemisphere’at any given moment in time
In order to run the ‘deep inner-peace circuitry’that is characteristic of aligning with one’s
right-mind
And in the words of Vietnamese Peace Activist and Buddhist Monk, Thích Nhất Hạnh:
‘Peace is every step’, one baby-step at a time
However, in order to walk a path of ‘mindfulness’ where both one’s left and righthemispheres cooperate together, as a whole-mind
One must notice the quality of one’s most-frequent-point-of-focus, over time
As this is the true sense of the co-joining, dovetailing union between ‘Yin’ and ‘Yang’
For Yin-and-Yang is not something ‘out there’, these qualities exist within one’s own
cranium
It is the perpetual dance of duality and polarity, unity and separation
Within the Self and between our-selves, a continual interplay
As one starts to understand that one is far more than one’s body, or anything that one can
see

If wishes were horses...

And in fact, one’s primary identity consists mainly of non-physical energy
For everyone who is alive on Planet Earth is also a ‘manifested-extension-of-SourceEnergy’, directly
And this loving spiritual-energy is something that we share With all other living beings
everywhere
Assisting one to move beyond old limiting programming No-longer identifying
With divisive stereotypical-labels such as:
gender, age, ethnicity,
religion, sexual-orientation, marital-status, disability,
education, occupation, lineage, postcode, salary...
For everyone but everyone is an ‘eternal-being-of-energy’
On a never-ending ‘journey-of-expansion’
Learning how to become: ‘a master-of-alignment with Source-Energy’
An understanding that automatically facilitates: self-love, humility and compassion
Training one’s mind to focus upon
Raising one’s energetic-signature that one is habitually broadcasting, 24-7
By paying particular attention to what one thinks, believes and feels
As one’s thoughts, emotions, desires and belief-systems are like energy-fields
Energy that is continually summoning one’s NOW-reality, conjuring like-for-like
experiences
And so by consciously choosing the calibre of one’s thoughts, feelings and beliefs
One can create a sense of internal peace
Whereupon it is totally possible to irreversibly transform the course of one’s life in
perpetuum
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Manifesting the realities most desired by focusing on feelings of repletion
For alignment with Source-Energy facilitates fulfilment and satisfaction
Separation from Source-Energy leads to feelings of fear, doubt and insecurity
Therefore, in order for humanity to evolve collectively
One must engage both sides of one’s brain, equally
Not one to the exclusion of the other, but both
As these are the lenses that help one to develop emotional-intelligence
Rebalancing the scales of expansion and resistance
And the dual-perspectives of the personal as part of the collective
The ‘I Am’ as a worthy part of the ‘Whole’ and the ‘We-are-all-here-now-and-in-this-together’
And maybe this is the real reason for why humanity has so far failed to evolve beyond the
multiplicity of the ego
And for why humans appear to be making exactly the same mistakes with regards to
conflict, war, self-importance, power, greed and control
Just as they were hundreds and thousands, even millions of years ago...
Emotionally-dysfunctional choices that led to the extinction of entire civilisations
Because man’s decision-making processes are still dominated by the same left-brained,
single-minded, self-orientated, misaligned, untrained lens of the ego
That perceives information solely through the concrete mind-set of separateness, and the
Narcissus’ gaze of personal self-interest
A horn-rimmed, near-sighted, self-obsessed penchant for the needy, greedy, instant, short-term gratification
Lacking the panoramic visionary imagination for lucid long-term communal consideration
A refusal to listen to one’s innate inner-wisdom, in preference of amassing an even-bigger fiscal income
Afraid to feel too-deeply, reflect or connect with the direct-extension- of-Source-Energy-part-of-who-we-all-are, that
constitutes one’s SOUL
Bourne from a source of LOVE that is always pure and eternal Made in Source-Energy’s
own-likeness, which is quintessentially ‘non-physical’
And as a chip-off-the-old-block, a holographic fragment of The-All-There-Is, it is one’s moral responsibility
To tune-in with The-Source-of-all-Creation regularly take time-out to touch base and log-in
Align with Our Mother-Father-God-Source-Energy / Great-Mystery / Big-Bang-Theory / Primordial-Qi / GrandDesign...
Serving as an umbilical spiritual up-link to The-Wisdom-of-the-Divine
And as-soon-as we choose to come ‘online’, tapping into the sweet- muse of ecstatic-sublime
Humankind will make monumental leaps-and-bounds forwards, without delay
Discovering and developing a plethora of new, exciting and stimulating ways

If wishes were horses...

To cement a deeper sense of unity, inner-peace, joy and play
Committed to finding responsible ecologically-sustainable growth- solutions
Easily and effortlessly healing old-grievances and patterns per se
Through forgiveness, compassion and self-love everyday
Plus mindfulness, meditation, relaxation and bliss
Fully embracing the non-physical nature-of-existence
Methodically upgrading the quality of one’s most-frequent-point-of-focus
Raising one’s habitual-vibrational-offering
Serves as a magnetic-portal to receive the fulfilment and satisfaction most-desired
Through the right-use of one’s mind
Cultivating an inner-alignment that facilitates feeling good all-of-the-time!
And so I propose that this is how one can make heart-supported-choices, ushering-in
sweeping positive change
Simply by re-engaging the right-hemispheres of our brains
The part that connects-up the heart, tempers-the-ego and is committed to communicating
‘Peace’
Redefining the boundaries of one’s inherited cultural beliefs
And our social roles
Aligning with the beneficent energy-of-Source, the energy that literally creates worlds
And it is this inner-sensory hemispherical-union
Which aids the process of becoming fully-conscious, just like the binary-system
Where the ‘Zero’ becomes a ‘One’ and the ‘Off ’ becomes an ‘On’
Raising one’s energetic vibrational-offering in-line with Source-Energy’s loving vibration
A continual broadcast of unconditional love, joy, well-being and FUN
Elevated feelings of fulfilment and satisfaction, freely extended and shared
Impervious to outside distractions
Activating the ‘deep-inner peace circuitry’ that resides within everyone, everywhere
Via authentic expressions of gratitude and appreciation
Is how consciousness can spread like a wildfire-virus of OFF’s to ON’s
And how entire countries and nations can become instantly united over-night
As easily as switching on an electric-light
A simple re-calibration of inner-mindful alignment Insight-out and align-right! ♡
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A Manifesto by Sofia Toi

This Manifesto’s premise is

that in order to support
yourself as an artist,
communication
is
indispensable...

Bob and Roberta’s manifesto ‘Make Your Own Damn Art’ expresses ‘no rules; no Manifestos (…); do your own
art, don’t expect me to make it for you.’ (Bob & Roberta, 2013) This Manifesto has a similar philosophy to Bob &
Roberta’s. Korita Kent’s creates bold prints with strong statements. I may or may not agree with her views, but
I am certainly attracted to the visuals. This manifesto mirrors Korita’s way of producing visual documents with
bold statements. The ‘rules’ are not rules, they are personal views, which people may take or leave. They are for
everyone who wants to read them and for my future self to look back at. I may learn from these or I may change
the way I think, but for now these are vital for my motivation and for the realisation of who I am. There will
also be a brief explanation about how vital communication is in the artist community in present day, and how it
may benefit our future prospects.

If wishes were horses...
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SHOW
ME
YOUR EMOTIONS

COMMUNICATION IS
KEY

DON’T
BULLSHIT,
HONESTY
IS THE BEST
POLICY.

GIVE OUT A SMILE AND
YOU’LL GET
ONE BACK

DON’T LET THINGS LIKE
FEARS OR ANXIETIES BRING
YOU DOWN. CONFRONT
THEM AND RISE ABOVE
THEM.

‘IF WISHES WERE HORSES’

‘ITS OK TO
PROCRASTINATE’ Pussy Riot

DON’T BUILD WALLS
BUILD BRIDGES

IF YOU ARE
AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT, THEN
WHY ARE YOU
ACTING LIKE IT?

MAKE FRIENDS
WITH YOUR
YOUNGER
SELF

If wishes were horses...

I AM VULNERABLE,
YOU ARE TOO.

TAKE OTHER’S ADVICE
BUT DON’T
BASE YOUR
DECISIONS ON
WHAT THEY
TELL YOU IT
SHOULD BE

ANIMALS
ARE NOT A
COMMODITY
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In ANY type of relationship, friendship, brotherhood; grandmother, cousin,
girlfriend, employee, boss - communication is one of the most essential factors.
Communicating with others in the creative industry, especially nowadays, has a
great impact in the way we perform. Whether it is for asking illustrators, designers,
companies that you admire to give you some feedback in your portfolio; networking
through virtual events; or collaborating with people in a similar orientation to
yours. These are all forms of creating and maintaining relationships that will benefit
you as an artist, if you’re aiming for the big box.
Communication also unites us. It’s like we’re building a big creative force, armed with
our skills ready to fight for our recognition.
It is hard for human race to survive with no interaction. Solitude is necessary at times
to rest the mind, but communication is a notion known for uniting us and make us
stronger. In these ‘shifting landscapes’, how do we know where to set foot? In these
new circumstances, communication may be a profitable means of self-care.
It’s ‘about finding common ground with others’ (Blotky, 2019). In the art world,
communication can be interacting with other artists. It benefits our work,
relationships and will help us all live happier lives. Communication can also be used
to generate ideas, emotions or concepts for someone to feel. Knowing who your
audience is will facilitate deciding what visual our sound stimulation to use in order
to cause an emotion in viewer, reader or listener. There are many roots and branches
within communication. These should be well explored if one desires to grow as an
artist and for one’s own wellbeing.

If wishes were horses...
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Drake Paralysis
by Emma O’Regan-Reidy

You can’t fall asleep, but it’s fine because you have Drake. All 16 tracks – even “The
Motion” which you downloaded illegally from YouTube – of Nothing Was the Same
are downloaded on your iPod Nano. It’s sea blue and has a sticker of Santa’s Little
Helper from The Simpsons peeling on its back. Your mind races because you’ve been
sitting in your room in a wobbly office chair all day. You’re just renting though, so
you don’t want to invest in an ergonomic chair or bed, even though you’ve spent the
past year in this space. As soon as Drake speak-sings in your ear though, everything
is fine. Most nights by the time “Started From the Bottom” reaches its bridge you’re
already asleep.

It annoys you that Drake isn’t just yours anymore, even though you didn’t even like him that much in the first
place. You start drinking Rioja after dinner, pretend your scratchy TK Maxx bed sheets are a beach in Barcelona
and put your iPod in a drawer in another room.

You don’t even like Drake, but he starts to appear in all your dreams. It’s annoying
at first because he won’t leave you alone and you don’t like that heart he shaved into
his hair. You tell him this one night. He winks and says “whatever you told me in
2020 you have to tell me again”. This doesn’t make much sense, but the Drake in your
dreams only speaks in Instagram captions, so you can’t expect too much from him.

But you can’t fall asleep. After scrolling through your Instagram feed, you tap on Drake’s profile, which you don’t
follow. Apparently he has been having Drake Paralysis too. He thinks it’s funny at first, until his Dream Drake
becomes a maid. He spends each night dreaming of himself fluffing pillows and making sure blankets are draped
crisply along loveseats in the Kardashian’s house from 2007. They don’t even live there anymore, but he still has to
fold their linens.

One night Drake brushes your hair. He rubs onion skin into it but it’s fine because it’s
Drake and he doesn’t know any better. In your dream your shower sprays Diptyqueinfused water droplets. You always smell like the neck of a South Kensington
apartment owner. While you rewatch Killing Eve peacefully on the couch, Drake
delicately pulls the strands of hair out of your brush.

This makes him angry because he doesn’t even really like the Kardashians, but he doesn’t tell anyone. To distract
himself he instead posts an Instagram photo of himself on a private jet, wearing a full Gucci x NorthFace outfit.
The caption says “13 hours til I land”. Somehow the Dream Drakes find out about this. They find out about real
Drake’s life through his social media pages and they’re fuming. They can’t believe they’ve been living all these other
lives when they deserved to be living like the real Drake.

Another night, Drake buys you a house made out of peppermint bark in Northern
Finland. It’s alright because it’s winter, but “what happens when the sun starts to shine
again? This whole place will melt. I’m not going to be the one scooping melted chocolate
out of your slippers”, you say. He leans against the countertop and says, “ ”.

That night, the Dream Drakes who aren’t in Drake’s dreams start revolting. Your Drake smashes all the windows
of your apartment with Swarovski-encrusted passion fruit sculptures he bought impulsively and starts demanding
wasabi from Japan only, because most Western wasabi isn’t even wasabi. “It’s just fucking horseradish dyed green!”
He shouts. He’s evolved and speaks in coherent sentences rather than captions now. You miss the old Drake, but
now you’re stuck with this insatiable monster Drake. You’re now his babysitter. Your dreams are exhausting.

😢

After falling asleep at 3am, Drake is your co-worker at Pret. He keeps sneezing into
his mask and always messes up cappuccinos. He doesn’t understand why people like
soy milk; he’s a coconut milk kind of guy. One afternoon a customer comes in and
asks for miso soup, because it’s on the menu in Pret. No one has ever asked for this
before, so neither of you know how to make it. Drake offers to sing a cover of “Kiss
From a Rose” by Seal in lieu of the soup. The customer leaves.

If wishes were horses...

You go on Twitter one day and see that everyone else has been having Drake dreams too. The Guardian has written
an investigative article about it. A sound engineer is quoted saying Nothing Was the Same “is just melodically
monotonous enough to ease the senses and transport the mind to a less chaotic space than that of daily lockdown.
It sounds like 2013, which was a boring, comfortable time for most people.” Drake Paralysis, they call it.

One night all the Drakes disappear. No one knows where they’ve gone, not even the real Drake. A rumour
goes around that some multibillionaire in Dubai bought all the Drakes for his own dreams. This is true. The
multibillionaire was growing tired of having to imagine faces for all the background characters in his dreams. His
head hurt when he woke up each morning. Drake is brought in to alleviate this pain.
You go to bed that night listening to Nothing Was the Same. You don’t know how to dream anymore.
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That Which Doth Not Pass Over
by Kate Morgan

‘that which doth not pass over to any object’:
You once heard something on the radio about the language of the NHS website –
how they use contractions and ‘common language’ to make it more accessible, less
cold. But the NHS of tonight, as you enter the words ‘wax+burn’, typed with a
single middle finger, is a ski jump. It takes you directly to third degree burns and
skin grafts. A small graft from another part of your body is being removed and
taken off as you read, eyes tracking fast down the blue screen in the dark lounge.
You were folding laundry with your two hands, sat on the floor by the radiator, and
went to blow out a candle – had an altercation with it, and then a cup-full of hot
melted wax was all over both hands, on the floor, on a leg. Time lost its hold – such
passages of stress do that to you. In the basic bathroom light, under running water,
your hand is not a part of your thinking body. It is numb cold while the rest of you
buzzes in the adrenaline of it all. You had to get C to come over to cope.
This is permitted under the act (or whatever they call it) passed for people living
alone, to be allowed to be subsumed a little by another household, to get that social
contact in, to ward off loneliness somehow. You find that this subsuming only really
occurs in the act of such being in space together; it doesn’t change the underlying
context.

You have been thinking about the word intransitive. How this describes the
predicament you are in. It has something to do with words that don’t latch on; like
a blush or a passing state of being. The effect of an intransitive word is ‘confined
within the agent, and doth not pass over to any object; as, “I sit, he lives, they
sleep.”’That is, the word does not require an object to have form. The sentence
suffices as is, with a subject ‘I’, and a verb, ‘sit’. You sit. The sentence makes sense.
You live. You sleep. You wake. It ‘doth not pass over,’ yes, but equally, it doth not need
to pass over. It is in control of what is going on fine, it can handle the sentence.

If wishes were horses...

a burn diary

you burn.
you panic.

You lay in the half light, on that rough carpet, blankets over your chest to try
and calm you. You messaged an instruction to her and that was all. She brought
a bag full of things in bottles that might help (aqueous cream, sudocrem, savlon,
ibuprofen gel, ibuprofen tablets in pink and white) and used a soft fingernail,
painted baby blue, to nudge the wax off your skin. You said to C that usually you
would use your hands to solve, to salve, to navigate, to ease something like this –
but it was they themselves that were in need! Your two hands – your two top tools
of use! In the end, after a few hours of rubbing and washing, rushing it under the
tap when the room’s air got to be too much, you both opted to use oil. You nodded
to where the good olive oil was in the kitchen. C had to unscrew the lid and hold
the bottle, and together you glugged oil over your hands, over the sink. Green and
fragrant. In your head it sizzled when hitting the skin, (the skin, your dislocated
skin); it felt that way. She got a muslin cloth and tried to rub away the worst of it,
running down each digit. At the thumb you had to do it to yourself – it was too too
much – you had to steer the pain, inflicting it yourself. The muslin felt so abrasive
– where on a face in peacetime it would be welcome soft. You rubbed with the ‘good
hand’, the one where only a square of knuckle skin was raw, in quick little dabs,
lots of them, and then held the oilcloth around your thumb in a tight fist, making
sounds that voiced the pain. You felt yourself coming back – you and C tried to talk
of other things, of where you’d separately been that day (walking somewhere new,
somewhere scrubby, a graveyard), and then C left you: your two hands submerged in
a bowl of water icy with frozen peas, with water to drink and something like toast
and oil (that same oil) to eat.

You had forgotten that bodies were warm – with only your own to tell the difference
for weeks. Or maybe it is just that your temperature was very low from the shock,
and so her skin felt hot by comparison.
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you listen.
you arrive.
you appear.

you disappear
you sleep
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‘Cold is Active and Transitive into Bodies Adjacent, as well as Heat.’ (Francis Bacon,
1626.) Here, intransitive’s opposite, transitive, is used to voice something like the
laws of thermodynamics: how heat distributes across gradients of temperature, and
how an equalising takes place. A verb that is transitive may pass on its meaning, its
sense, its heat, to another; it is able to cross over. It is not bounded by bricks and
mortar, by a brain between two temples.

How can we be sure contact in made when there’s so much cotton wool between,
how can we establish a solid ground of communication when you look into eyes and
don’t know if they are looking back. We look in to not eyes but faces, we remain at
the surface. It is an even more unstable position; to not know if you are transitive or
intransitive, to not know if you are managing to leap over.

An intransitive word’s effects are ‘confined within the agent.’The word is bound as it
is, it doesn’t jump across to other words; it doesn’t take a different host. Heat moves
from the wound to the bowl of frozen peas; the one warms the other, the other cools
the one. They equalise; heat passes over, across a divide. In fields like Philosophy
and Theology, the antonym of transitive is given as immanent. Immanence (of an
activity or an act) is ‘performed or occurring entirely within (the mind of) the agent
and producing no external effect.’ Is this how your ideas play out – each passing
thought? You live in a fishbowl – people can look in from all the windows, watch
things occur, glimmer, and die down, with no effect on the them, exterior – you live
in a fishbowl.

One morning, brittle with frustration, you noticed the wound was weeping.
Or, you think you’d been trying to not notice it since last night; you had
known that little smudge of white was not soap. You readied yourself – spent
a long half hour tracking the hallway in the flat, looking first for a mask and
then for gloves. You thought – I need to cover the open wound, I can’t have it
open in the pharmacy, open to it all. All the wounds, the three of them, are
not meant to see sunlight, either. You went out. Put yourself in the queue at
the pharmacy. You spoke your piece at the counter, and they got you to stand
aside to wait for the pharmacist to look at it. You stood by the large window,
half obscured by a cardboard body advertising pastilles.

She held the raw hand in hers, while you kept the other under running water. Ice
cold - straight from a burn, you told her. The water was cold to the burns: those hot
records of high heat, as well as cold from having come from a pipe under a Scottish
street on an evening in winter. You were whispering. You had forgotten how to
speak; how to pitch your voice into a room in which it will also be received. Maybe
to say a word aloud is also an intransitive act? It does not go on to live anywhere –
it only gets expelled from a mouth, maybe meets some ears, but ‘doth not pass over’.
This is most so in all these experiences we’ve been having, all this education, all this
socialising, all mediated by a device; eaten up by a microphone and then expelled by
a speaker into a different volume of space, one we cannot know: a different room.
The rooms we speak from, the pedestals we sit at, the spaces we choose to present
to the device, are cells. We, cloistered, look at one another through window panes,
through the tracery: mullions divide each of us. There’s something in this state of
intransitivity, how all contact is held up, enframed and enfolded and muffled by
other kinds of distance: an intermediary is always present. Mullions divide us. The
mullions enforce the distance; they put each head on a platter and remind us that we
do not know the head.

If wishes were horses...

you remain

you speak

you yell

you weep.

you cry
you deteriorate

Two months later, the Chinese chest! Only now noticed, solid and low to the ground,
where the candle had been sitting. You pull it towards you and see a whole side is
covered in wax. You go and get the iron and plug it in. You use kitchen towel as
intermediary, and as boundary, between the hot iron and the wood. You know how
to do this from the last time it happened, each action is a repetition. The iron heats
the wax and softens it, blotting onto the paper towel. You navigate this act of care
for the object, clear it of this substance, and smooth a palm against it to check it’s
all gone. You use heat to undo acts of heat (some alchemy). The action is undone,
the side of the chest is good as new. The wooden side is still warm, and you hold
your hand there.
It is now January, and the flat is cold. Peaks of cool bring up the scar, raise it. It
is an inversion, the low temperature what brings out this hint of past heat; it is a
negative image of that moment, those hours, of sustained heat. Your hand gets cold
and that place is even colder.
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You injure your shoulder putting your body into the shape of a wheel. The pain is
such that you’re not sleeping. After a few nights of this you move into the lounge;
sleep on the harder single mattress of the daybed. Flat on your chest, you assume
the comic spreadeagle of a fallen body, a figure still on a pavement. You sleep. You
have a nightmare about a carjacking at gunpoint, and wake. You think your body
would have been going through the motions, be spreadeagled differently, but it is
restful, perfectly prone, hands linked; an amenable nun; an inward smile on your
face, just so.

The sun is shining. You wear your lime green satin gloves, slippery, (to keep the sun
off) and an effervescent blue silk jacket, (for the sun to light up). You stand right by
the Rowan hedge in Titwood Park, noisy with birds somewhere. It is all nothing –
like looking straight up at the night sky as soon as you’re outside. It is all nothing,
all one texture. You wait for movement, and see it directly ahead of you. A flush of
brown, a circle of body within a circle of wings, a blackbird (female, so brown and
not black), sitting in the hedge, takes a single berry at a time into her beak, pulling
her wings about her. A sort of rustle, a reshuffling of her grip on the twig she is
holding onto with both clasped feet, and she notices you in the moment you notice
her.

The condition of a life here, and the ‘intransitive mysticism of the cloister,’
(more, of an anchorite) share in their state of intransitivity. Intransitive words,
intransitive ideas, intransitive people: they suffice as they are, as things in
themselves. Like a flower on a lily-pad; the sentence begins closed, the flower of
the verb opens, but it does not move outwards, does not make moves to being
external to that ball of statement. Transitive words, on the other hand, have all
these tendrils, they require this wide net in order to stay afloat, and this muddies
them. The transitive verbs want and need require sites of focus, objects of devotion.
They are not fully formed things in themselves, though they may express interiority,
they have all these branches outwards. Your body is intransitive, nothing touches it,
nothing passes through it. Intransitive is a verb neuter, the fecundity is in-built.
To render an intransitive word transitive, which is often possible, you give it a
subject. You remain becomes You remain here. You remain alone. You remain home.
These are all true of you. For some intransitive words, though, it is impossible to
make them transitive; nothing can be done, they do not err. These words are arrive,
go, lie, sneeze, sit, and die.
You need other bodies, other ears, other voices, to measure your own. Without
them as measure you have markers. Your intransitive voice speaks into empty rooms,
mutters under breath at the sink. In order to measure your being, you require an
other. The mending, at least: that internal transaction of burnt flesh to the new,
thin, shiny balmy stuff, on each knuckle, that makes physical something. Healing
happens, you watch it day by day, a material signal of some positive actions being
taken by the body. It is a record for you that you are doing something correctly.
Your mending is a measure of your health, you can know your body at least is doing
well. You do not require an other to know this. The internal effects of your body
are made external, visible, to you and you alone. You no longer have it at the top of
your mind when performing every task; getting ready, holding a pot with an oven
glove, typing, turning over in bed, trying to get to being asleep.
If wishes were horses...

you pause

you grow, you sing,
you eat,
you continue.

you arrive.
you exist here.
you live here.
you sneeze.
you sit.
you lie.
you sleep here.
you wake here.
you die.
you go.

Written after/through a series of seminars with student peers, led by Alice E. Butler, while engaging with Moyra Davey’s Index Cards,
Maggie Nelson’s Bluets, Sara Ahmed on Uses of Use – Diversity, Utility and the University (lecture), Lauren Berlant and Katherine
Stewart’s The Hundreds, Emmon Bach’s An Introduction to Transformational Grammars, the Longman Dictionary of Common Errors,
ed. J B Heaton and N D Turton, Unknown Language by Hildegard of Bingen and Huw Lemmey, Zadie Smith’s Intimations, Lee Changdong’s film Burning, and Paul B. Preciado’s An Apartment on Uranus, with my mode of gathering sources borrowed from that in Alice
Butler’s Garments Against Women. Definitions of words (intransitive, transitive, immanent), and quotations containing them, are from
the Oxford English Dictionary.

you yell
you sneeze
you sigh

Kate Morgan Critical and Historical Studies module, MA Writing RCA, January 2021
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A Sticker from Shipai Town
by Hattie Morrison

1

Blue,1993, Derek Jarman

1
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I decided to talk about attention after a writer called Maggie Nelson told me that
she had fallen in love with a colour in her book, Bluets. 2,3
I nodded and understood her pointed account of those feelings.
I wanted to think through my own versions of Blue.
I have been toying with the secrecy of hiding this Blue for as long as I can before
sharing it with you. I worry that in telling you of my Blue, which is white or
off-white with wear, I will incite an infatuation through written propagation. I
worry that there won’t be enough to go around and I want, greedily, to swallow
every grain but in Bluets, Maggie Nelson is generous. She gives her Blue to me with
trust, letting me know all of the ways that blues or Blue is worthy of attention,
collection, love.
Though Maggie Nelson directs her attention to a colour – to all and any blue–
your Blue could be completely different. My Blues have not been blue at all. They
have sometimes been rounded, sometimes slippery, sometimes glittering, sometimes
empty. All or any acorns,4 all or any piece of coal,5 all or any eyelashes.6 A Blue,
then, is what grasps one’s attention and carries feeling along with it. A Blue holds
on, crops up, lingers and lasts. A Blue is Love, or Magic–– these heavy words that
slip about like slivers of sunlight.
In Bluets, Maggie Nelson strings together an account of a lifelong affair with the colour blue,
using it to explore the painful end of a relationship and the grievous injury of a friend. Hence,
the colour and word Blue becomes more than just a colour but a vehicle for exploring attention,
attraction, love, obsession and other experiences and emotions.
3
Suppose I were to begin by saying that I had fallen in love with a color – Maggie Nelson, Bluets.
4
I was sat on the living room floor, legs crossed, watching Satsuki in My Neighbour Totoro run to
an acorn that was glimmering in the hallway of her new home. I leant for the remote and rewound
the film over and over, listening to the sound of the acorn skid across the hardwood floor. I was
small then, a sapling, watching hundreds of drawings of acorns pose as one, spinning and sliding.
(continued. 19)
5
Aunty Trudy, when she was growing a baby inside of her, used to suck on a piece of coal in front
of EastEnders. She said she liked the way it felt against her tongue. Mum and Dad told me that coal
was only for particular grown-ups to suck. We never had coal at our house, but my friend Gwenyth
had it, and every time I went over for chips and beans, I would look at the coal and lick my lips. I
liked going to Gwenyth’s house just to look at it. (continued. 20)
6
Every wished upon eyelash, held between two clammy fingers hopefully, I kept in a jar by my
bed. My wish jar. I started doing this the year before secondary school, when my best friend
made a wish and blew the eyelash away from her skin with a quick huff. Later that night, as I
got undressed, I noticed an eyelash on the collar of my school shirt, like a needle pointing north.
2

(continued. 21)

If wishes were horses...

To write plainly; though my Blue is not blue at all, I still fell as Maggie Nelson fell under a spell, a spell I fought
to stay under and get out from under, in turns, as Maggie Nelson did.7 Reading Bluets made me remember those
Blues, as digging often does. With this, I open out.
I have always felt that it is a growing thing – attention. What first drew me in, changed in a sighing way,
but first–– we must begin with an inbreath,
an encounter
ah!
I saw my Blue lying tired and slumped on the rain-washed pavement like salmon on rice, with letters as shapes I
could not read. It stopped my bounding; a manufacturing sticker, pulped the way chewing gum pulps after a long
flight. This is my dartboard – my Blue–the space for all attention to be thrown, again and again.
Being unable to read the sticker’s writing was like when I had only milk teeth and was sat on the way from the
supermarket with a migraine pulsating in my sockets. The throbbing ripped away my reading capacities and
reduced all letters with meaning to only shapes and colours. It felt like sitting on one’s hand until it becomes
foreign.
This lesson in how easy it is to lose the learned act of reading, stayed and then pulsated again as I was bent before
the pulped paper – my own Blue. I was like Goethe’s lady, who was granted invitation onto Nelson’s page for her
plum-bruised eye. After a fall, this lady saw white objects as though glittering with colour and her vision never
healed.8 On the pavement, returned to incomprehension, I was unable to read the writing on the sticker, but my
head was not throbbing, nor was there pain. Milk teeth swapped with incisors, cuspids and bicuspids, the feeling
was stronger, bolstered by my bigger bones maybe. Facing perplexion when unprepared was still unsettling, and I
realized then that my vision had not healed since the trip from the supermarket. To see red and black shapes mime
meaning to me from the ground that I was running, in the middle of the day, in the early part of November
(which in itself is an ambiguous season with no idea what it is meant to be) was a surprise.

7 ––in this case, the colour blue –– as if falling under a spell, a spell I fought to stay under and get out from under, in turns – Maggie
Nelson, Bluets.
8 Goethe was interested in the case of a lady, who, after a fall by which an eye was bruised, saw all objects...glittering in colours –
Maggie Nelson, Bluets.
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This sticker, a foreign object in my vision, was the piercing of a dart, the beginning of an infatuation.

Shipai Town, Dongguan, Guangdong, China.

The most I want to do is show you the end of my index finger, it’s muteness, says Maggie Nelson.9 To that, I take
my own finger and point it to the underside of a tupperware box, the inside of a notebook, the sticker on the
ground. These manufacturing stickers communicate things that are not fully understood ––mute––and so are
discarded, removed. These stickers are scrubbed at with vinegar or acetone, with a scrubbing brush. The glue
that picks up lint, dust, fluff and crumbs is peeled away, ripped away, wiped away but, in
this case,
not
away
but here, or rather,
there, thrown on the ground and ground up. There I was, looking at not these stickers but this one particular
sticker.
My Blue. My Infatuation. My Attention. This love, that love, make love, love from’s, love this song’s, love pasta’s,
luv u’s, I love you’s –– not Love at all, but this love, this sticker. What I am talking about is this; I reject Nelson’s
umbrella term where blues become
Blue.

I jumped into anthropomorphisation. How far away from home you are! How homesick! How lonely!
Why should I feel lonely? Is not our planet in the Milky Way? replied the sticker from Shipai Town, quoting
Thoreau, quoting Nelson.12

I step out into the wet.
It had been raining all morning the day I saw the manufacturing sticker, and I had not moved my limbs until
my run, still as a pebble in water.10 The shapes miming meaning grasped my throat hard. That my attention was
pulled by such a small thing makes me proud - I was an attentive agent; an agent with a code meant just for me.11
I crouched down closer, wiped my hands on my thighs and hesitantly unrolled the sticker, ripping it only slightly.
The red slices of Chinese lettering made way, ripped over, merged and then
ATTENTION!
and
The most I want to do is show you the end of my index finger, it’s muteness – Maggie Nelson, Bluets.
She had very little face, and her spine was broken in two places. She had not yet moved; the doctor described her as “a pebble in
water.”– Maggie Nelson, Bluets
11
That each blue object could be a ... secret code meant for a single agent, an X on a map ... that contains the knowable universe. –
9

10

Maggie Nelson, Bluets

If wishes were horses...

I sensed it was time to leave.
I unfolded, stepped back, again, back. The sticker shrunk into bird shit, smaller, gum, smaller, spit globule. I
turned my body with eyes forward but attention pulled over my shoulder with a grip–– pinprick, smaller, speck,
smaller. Near the roadside, my attention centred on the sticker even as it was being lost to sight and then, gone.13
Time passed and passes as it does.
At home, I pointed my head towards televisions, cutting boards, windows while growing my nails into sharp
ridged tools and then, attention anchored to the sticker from Shipai Town, I started to peel away others from
surfaces, undersides, insides. I stuck them at the crease of my leg and my nape. The Bramley Cooking Apple, Do
Not Tumble Dry, I’m Half-Price, I’m Recyclable, New Cover, 70% OFF, ISBN 978-1-911-21452-6. I kept them safe
and carried them with me through days of movement and mundanity. I tried with each tug or tightening to sense
the words breathing onto my skin, Shipai Town, Dongguan, Guangdong, China, pulling at individual hairs on my
arms, curling as leaves do with my sweat. I tried to console myself with a truth; that the sticker had made my
life a remarkable one, just to have seen it. To have seen such a beautiful thing. To find myself placed in its midst.
Choiceless.14
Maggie Nelson told me that we don’t get to choose what or whom we love, but she didn’t talk about how we love.15
With this, I think of fragments and pieces. Is a part of love in the act of hiding? in not seeing or knowing what is
untranslated, unknown? in hiding? The sticker from China had, I imagine, been pasted to something else before it
grasped my attention from the ground. Maybe I wouldn’t

Why should I feel lonely? Is not our planet in the Milky Way? – Henry David Thoreau in Maggie Nelson, Bluets
–– near the lakeside... our picture will center on the picnickers even after they’ve been lost to sight ––Powers of Ten ©1977, Eames
Office LLC
14
That this blue exists makes my life a remarkable one, just to have seen it. To have seen such beautiful things. To find oneself placed
in their midst. Choiceless –––Maggie Nelson, Bluets
15
We don’t get to choose what or whom we love, I want to say. We just don’t get to choose–– Maggie Nelson, Bluets
12
13
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have halted if behind or attached to the sticker was a plastic Happy Meal toy or a leaking pen. I loved the sticker
because it came to me mulched. I love my lunch because it came to me cooked. I love the moon because I can’t see
all of it. I love you because I can’t see all of you.
Even slivers can make whole feelings.
Take this diversion – I was eating a peach at the doorstep of a stranger’s house one gluey summer. It was a really
good peach, the sort with juice that dripped down my forearm and evaporated on the concrete. Sweet skin. I kept
thinking to myself with each bite, marking out the stone with my tongue and then avoiding it with my teeth,
this is a really good peach I don’t want this peach to end I love this peach this is a really goo–––then, as I turned to
find an unbitten section, I spotted a little white worm with a little white head ripple out from the flesh. Had I
loved the peach wholly, if I was now disgusted by its worm? Was the worm its worm, or just, a worm? Did my love
for the peach come from having not paid attention, fully? from not turning the peach in my hand to inspect its
craters before piercing its flesh with my teeth?
I wanted to find the worm. I wanted to search for signs of life that weren’t hidden and offered out answers
towards the knowable.16 I wanted to see the back of the man’s head in the bar at the Folies-Bergère.17 I wanted
to see weeds on Mars. I wanted to anthropomorphize. I wanted to colour my Blue with life and animate the
inanimate.
And I did so, but now, what of you? What do I do with these knowable things I have found?18 Do I share them? I
am again hesitant because, if I managed to incite a Blue within you, an infatuation with my sticker, or (because a
rose is also its roots) Shipai Town or Dongguan or Guangdong or China –– or even enthused Blueness in all or any
book, a grain, a dartboard, a dart, acorn,19 piece of coal,20

eyelash,21 salmon, rice, chewing gum, milk teeth, incisors, cuspids, bicuspids or hand, paper, bones, index
finger, a notebook, tupperware, mug or vinegar, acetone, scrubbing brush, nail, glue, a piece of lint, dust, fluff
or crumbs, birds, pasta, umbrella, pebble, bird shit, spit globule, pinprick, speck, television, cutting board,
windows, Bramley Apple, someone’s arm, leg or head hairs, leaves, a peach, a tongue in one language or another, a
little white worm –––who am I to steal your attention away? to gate it or change it or lean it into my own, more
than I have done already?
Here, again, is another opening out after a slow and consistent closing from before, like a daisy at dusk.
I won’t stunt you with my findings or draw you what I saw. I will say though, that maybe Love, Attention,
Infatuation ––Blues, are voluntary delusions.22
Today, now, here, it’s raining and again, I haven’t moved my limbs– still as a pebble in water.23 I have knowables
about my Blue stuck to my mind as though adhesed. It would probably help to remind myself of when Maggie
Nelson suggested that perhaps there is no bottom, save wherever and whenever you stop digging. 24
(continued from. 6) This eyelash, so light that I hadn’t felt it carried on my collarbone since lunch, was really important and I
immediately became invested in its safety. I was to be its protector until the wish it carried came true. To favour one wish over another
felt misfitting and so the conservation began, followed by the scouring. Soon, I had collected enough grown needles to silently dust
the bottom of the jar. I still look for wishes and try to keep them safe when they’re shared with me. Magic is important.
22
Well, and what of it? A voluntary delusion, you might say. That each blue object could be a kind of burning bush–– Maggie Nelson,
Bluets
23
Ibid 10
24
Perhaps it would help to be told that there is no bottom, save, as they say, wherever and whenever you stop digging. You have to
stand there, spade in hand, cold whiskey sweat beaded on your brow, eyes misshapen and wild, some sorry-ass grave digger grown
bone-tired of the trade. You have to stand there in the dirty rut you dug, alone in the darkness, in all its pulsing quiet, surrounded by the
scandal of corpse.––Maggie Nelson, Bluets
21

–––an X on a map too diffuse ever to be unfolded in entirety but that contains the knowable universe–– Maggie Nelson, Bluets
A Bar at the Folies-Bergère, painting by Édouard Manet, 1822
18
Ibid16
19
(continued from 4.) It planted me firmly on the carpet. That week I had learned about animation with Miss. Bowen and after
watching that acorn glittering in the sunlight onscreen, I imagined a group of actors, dressed in the same costume, posing and
pretending to be one acorn on every walk I took to school that Autumn. Sometimes, I tried to catch one of the acting acorns in my
hand, to make my own freeze frame or keep some of the cast. Looking at the world in this way made everything feel endless, with
thousands of iterations of one single thing to pose as its whole. This takes us to fragments from another place, to parts of a greater
piece.
20
(continued from 5.) In a straw basket on the floor, it looked like expensive chocolate that rich people bought on TV and I wanted to
taste it but knew I had to wait––but the waiting made me obsessed. Maybe I craved it too (can you crave something you’ve never
had?). I would lick my lips at dark black jumpers, coffee grounds, the ash bucket, burnt toast crumbs in the sink after Dad had gone to
work and I would imagine the taste of dark, of empty black holes, of nothing –– the way it would feel against my tongue––but I found
out eventually that nothing never tastes as good as we think it will.
16
17
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I sit on the doorstep. I tie my shoelaces. I mark my route, being sure to cover an
important point.
One can wish to be surprised but it is hard, if not impossible, to will being surprised.
Perhaps the most one can do is look back and see that surprises have occurred and
chances are they will again. “Though lovers be lost, love shall not.” I am not sure how
to sever the love from the lover without occasioning some degree of carnage. 25

Running, I slam my foot down on my Blue and move forward, towards the finishing line.
It’s bird shit
it’s gum
it’s spit
it’s a pinprick
it’s a speck
it’s gone.
One can wish to be surprised (etat d’attente) but it is hard, if not impossible, to will being
surprised. Perhaps the most one can do is look back and see that surprises have occurred,
chances are that they will again. Though lovers be lost love shall not, but I am not sure how to
sever the love from the lover without occasioning some degree of carnage ––Maggie Nelson,
Bluets
25
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Keep posted on upcoming open calls
for our next issue on the instagram page
@thepluralist.world
Send notes, pitches, questions, ideas, writings,
or visual submissions to
thepluralist.rca@gmail.com.
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